
TRANSFORMING FOOD SYSTEMS UNDER CLIMATE
CHANGE THROUGH INNOVATION

Our food systems have performed well in the past, but they are failing us in the face of

climate change and other challenges. This book tells the story of why food system

transformation is needed, how it can be achieved, and how research can be a catalyst for

change. Written by a global interdisciplinary team of researchers, it brings together

perspectives from multiple areas including climate, environment, agriculture, and the social

sciences to describe how different tools and approaches can be used to tackle food system

transformation. It provides practical, actionable insights for policymakers and advisors,

demonstrating how science together with strong partnerships can enable real transformation

on the ground. It also contributes to the academic debate on the transformation of food

systems, and so will be an invaluable reference for researchers and students alike. This title

is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
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